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Hello folks, welcome to Pigeon Post, the newsletter of the Otatara
Landcare Group. In this newsletter we bring you news of the latest
happenings in our area and snippets of information about our past
and ideas about improving our environment
Your committee: Chairman Barry Smith 2131500
Secretary Chris Rance 2131161 Treasurer Glenda Graham
2131397 Pigeon Post editor Lloyd Esler 2130404
Please contact the Otatara Landcare Group if you have questions,
ideas or problems relating to the Otatara and Sandy Point areas.

AGM - Wednesday 25 May 2016 at the Otatara Community Church Hall, Oreti
Road 7pm followed by slide talk - Haida Gwaii / Queen Charlotte Islands - Pete
McClelland’s latest adventures on the north coast of British Columbia!
Membership of the Otatara Landcare Group
The Landcare Group is a Charitable Trust supported by members and volunteers. If you would like to
support the work of this group or become involved in projects to enhance the natural values of the
Otatara Area please consider joining or making a donation – the Bushy Point project alone costs the
group over $10,000 a year and it is a public space available for everyone to enjoy.

The OLG organises monthly events – http://www.otataralandcare.org.nz/newsevents/ and also manages the Bushy Point Restoration Project so you can be involved in a very
hands on project - http://www.otataralandcare.org.nz/bushy-point-restoration/
Life membership just $50, annual membership $20
Subs or donations can be deposited directly into the OLG bank account 03 1355 0805312 00 but
please make sure they are labelled with your name and olg subs as references.
Please email (otataralg@gmail.com) or send cheque to our treasurer Glenda Graham – 33 Rakiura
Parade, Otatara – please put your name address phone number and email address.

OLG Calendar of Events for 2016 - attached at the end of this newsletter and on
the OLG website http://www.otataralandcare.org.nz/news-events/

Chairspeak - a message from the chairman Barry Smith
We have just finished our annual work Days with the Year 7 Girls from Southland Girls’ High
School. Since 2004 they have been coming out here as part of their Community Awareness /
Team Building that they do as these young ladies settle into a new facet of their lives, that of going
to high school. The OLG provides an opportunity for stomping around plants for them to be
released so we can spray the grass around them and not the plants. We do some planting and
also seed gathering. While we are doing this another class is being shown weeds or perhaps
doing an educational tramp in the bush with Environment Southland Staff. I between times they
head out to Oreti Beach for a bit of a beach clean-up. As always there is a mixture of shy and
outgoing girls. A mix of those that squeal at the minutest insects that may (or may not) be
actually there and those that are quite happy to work with and touch the insects. You know the
sorts, just like the rest of the populace.
Later on this year (September) we are finishing the sixth and final year of planting with which we
have had Living Legends funding. This has enabled us to be far ahead of where we anticipated
we might be. To celebrate this final event we will be planting about 2,000 plants this year of
which we will plant about 1,500 on the day. We always save a few plants for things like the event
above, SGHS visit and of course the local Otatara Primary School.
Family life has taken on a new dimension for us this last year. Our daughters have both
completed their degrees, but for some reason, even though they have both left home (sort of), we
find ourselves even busier and I don’t think I can put it all down to the fact that we are getting older
and therefore taking more time for us to do these jobs…. No, we are busier.
Our monthly work days are working out well. We have anything for four to about 10 or 12 people
turn up and we do some work within Bushy Point and this is helping with a number of things
including assisting the plants to grow quicker and healthier so a big thank you from the committee
to those people who turn up for these days. If you would like to come and assist on one of these
days visit us on the web. http://www.otataralandcare.org.nz/ and click on 2016 events.
Life is great, live it!

Southland Community Nursery News
The Southland Community Nursery and Education Centre in Otatara is a Charitable Trust established
by owners Chris and Brian Rance. The nursery has been running for over 20 years supplying hardy,
locally sourced, native plants to Otatara and beyond. Every Friday, volunteers help at the nursery,
taking a few native plants for their efforts and learning about Southland natives that grow well in our
sometimes harsh environment. Over recent years plants have also been sold to fund the new Nature
Education Centre built on the property. The Education Centre is offered free to school groups
learning about nature and is available for holding workshops and hosting other interested groups.
Since opening the Education Centre in November 2013, there have been overt 2500 visitors, mainly
schoolchildren, having fun outside! All visits are recorded with photos at
http://www.southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz/news-and-events/
We have some exciting Workshops and Events coming up soon:
Matariki Night Celebration (BYO Supper to share) – Saturday 18 June 2016 – 7-9pm. KCC
Children’s Activity 5-7pm
Apple Pruning Workshops with the Guytons – Saturday 23 July 2016 (and or 20, 21 July).
Booking Essential

Apple Grafting Workshops with the Guytons– Saturday 24 September (and/or 21,22
September). Booking Essential
For further information on workshops and booking details see the following link. We will be adding
new workshops so keep checking http://www.southlandcommunitynursery.org.nz/educationcentre/activities/

Living Legends Plus
Many of you will have helped with the annual plantings at Bushy Point over the years. The project
started with the ‘2000 in 2000 project’ idea of every resident of Otatara planting a tree in the year
2000. Since that time to the year 2010 around 1000 plants a year were planted by volunteers every
year.
In the year 2011 Bushy Point was chosen for the ‘Living Legends project’ – a national project devised
by the Tindall Foundation where every region would have a site with 10,000 native plants planted as a
lasting legacy to New Zealand hosting the Rugby World Cup. It was a very farsighted project as not
only were plants paid for three consecutive years but also their maintenance (often the part that kills a
project!).
The Tindall Foundation in partnership with DOC brought along other major sponsors including Project
Crimson who provided Gordon Hosking to manage the projects across the Country. Gordon’s
practical knowledge of restoration and personable style certainly got the most out of local groups.
Each region had its own All Black ‘Living Legend’ and our own is Kevin Laidlaw from small mining
town of Nightcaps who became an All Black in 1959. He typifies the Southland spirit that you can do
anything if you try.
After the three years the Bushy Point project was one of six sites across the country that was granted
an additional three years of funding – meaning that volunteers have planted about 24,000 plants to
date. If you haven’t been involved in this magnificent project then you can be on Saturday 10th
September 2016.
Looking back over the photos (Left is the planting site Sept 2011, right is same view in 2014) makes
you appreciate the scale of the project which we hope makes another great asset for Otatara
residents to enjoy.

Get this newsletter with colour photos and previous newsletters at
http://www.otataralandcare.org.nz/publications/

FOR SALE: Fencing netting. Never been used, 100m long, 900mm high, 300mm verticals. These
will be sold on a first come first served basis. We have about 6 or 7 rolls and they normally sell on
special for about $175 +GST. All proceeds are going back into funding for OLG projects at Bushy
Point $150 per roll ono.
If you would like some second hand stuff then we have rolls of that available to. Come and talk to us,
(some of the stuff is still on fences that we are going to remove). We will negotiate a price for this
stuff. Call Barry Smith on 21 31500 (evenings) leave me a message if I’m not there

Erosion along the beach
If you have been out to the south entrance to Oreti Beach
(Christie’s Road) in the last twelve months you will have seen
the remarkable erosion. At the eastern end of the beach the
high tide mark has been pushed back 100 metres with a huge
loss of sand and marram grass. The erosion seems to have
started about May last year when a major storm skimmed a lot
of sand off the top of the beach leaving the default hightide
mark at the foot of the dunes. Each subsequent spring tide
and storm has chewed back into the sandhills. The telephone
pole marking the South Entrance toppled twice and the council
has given up replacing it. The erosion shows no sign of
stopping and the loss of dunes may continue for a long time. Further north in the country the
dunes would have been flattened, subdivided and expensive housing erected. Then comes all the
remedial work as homeowners fight first the encroaching sea and then the council for not telling
them that building there was a dumb idea. We are less greedy and more sensible down here.
“Solid, sensible Southland,” as MP Norman Jones would say.
The erosion unearthed a generation’s worth of plastic rubbish which has since been swept around
the corner into the estuary. Amongst this, people have picked up a number of drift cards which
were dumped at sea in the 1970s. Each has a serial number and can be traced to its place of
origin. This project provided valuable information on the Earth’s currents.
Then the erosion produced some large blocks of pumice which had been washed ashore in 1964
following the undersea eruption of a volcano on Protector Shoal in the south Atlantic in 1962. Now
we are back beyond the plastic pollution era and wondering what is going to tumble out of the
receding dunes next. Well, it’s a shipwreck. At least four decent chunks of ship are now exposed.
Twelve ships were wrecked at the mouth of the New River Estuary and these bits could possibly
be from the brig Hindu which came ashore in 1871. She was bringing a cargo of tea from Foo
Chow in China to Dunedin, came too close to shore and was stranded on 27 March 1871. Her
crew and cargo were saved but attempts to refloat the Hindu were unsuccessful. At very low
tides, some of her ribs stick up through the sand about 2km south of the main entrance.

Omaui
On the opposite side of the mouth of the New River Estuary at Omaui the sand is now receding
also. In 2011 the rocky shore there was buried in sand but recently the currents have shifted
again and it may be that the beach is swept clean over the next year and we will get the rocky
shore back. While visiting Omaui make sure you do the new Omaui Hill Track. Gravelling is still
underway but the track is easily followed from the existing lookout point at Omaui to the top of the
hill and down to the fenceline for a fine view out over Bluff and Foveaux Strait.

MuD Day Out
On 3 April Daffodil Bay hosted a nature discovery day. Hundreds of people turned up for
entertainment, guided walks and especially a mud race. All accounts suggest this was a great
way to get young people engaged with the natural world on our doorstep. The folks in this photo
will have probably got most of the mud off by now but they probably had to sleep in a tent for a
week or two.

Otatara School go wild!
On 21 March 2016, sixty “Year 5” students came to help out at the Community Nursery in Otatara.
There were three activities – planting native plants, potting seedlings and collecting native seeds.
All are jobs needing to be done at this time of year. Each group did all of the activities led by Chris,
Bronwyn, Lesley and Hannah, with teachers Jena and Gillian and some willing parents lending a
hand.
For planting, groups went “across the boundary” into Bushy Point to plant the edges of a ditch with
100 kohuhu, cabbage trees, Manuka, lemonwood and other hardy native species. These plants
add to the 24,000 plants that have been planted in the Bushy Point project over the last 15
years. The potting group helped to prick out manuka and kohuhu (Pittosporum tenuifolium)
seedlings from seed that the Otatara Year 4 classes had sown at last year’s visit to the nursery. It
was a hive of activity in the Education Centre and a total of over 500 seedlings were potted up by
the three groups.
Then, on to seed collecting where a whole array of native seeds were “discovered” hiding amongst
the various shrubs from mingimingi (Coprosma propinqua) berries (yellow, white and blue), black
flax seeds from pods, white cabbage tree seeds, Manuka pods (not quite ready to open) and
sticky black kohuhu seeds.
It was a great day and the children seemed to have fun outside and thoroughly enjoyed doing the
“work” - “We had a ball, the kids were highly engaged, made lots of connections to their learning
last year and really enjoyed the hands on experiences” - Gillian Donnelly Year 5 Teacher, Otatara
School.

Otatara is our special home
We moved to Otatara and our exotic bordered bare section and house in April 2008 with our first
child 8 months old. A second child, the day to day juggling of 2 children, numerous trips to the
Southland Community Nursery on a Friday, and 8 years later we have planted somewhere
between 600-700 natives creating our own paradise.
We have planted manuka, broadleaf, kohuhu and lemonwood (pittosporum spp), mahoe, cabbage
trees, golden tussocks, toe toe, harakeke (flax), astelia, fuschia, hebes, kowhai, totara, wineberry
and many more species I suspect. We have had tuis visit frequently feeding from our flax – what a
sight. And over the summer holidays we had our first kereru perched in one of our kowhai’s
(stripping the tender juicy leaves no doubt!). We have eco-sourced the shelter plants through
attendance at the Southland Community Nursery, learning how to propagate, grow and then to
plant our own piece of native New Zealand.
We laid newspaper and bark mulch over much of the garden to keep those weeds suppressed.
The bark mulch came from endless hours on a hired mulcher – putting those exotic species which
we felled into good use! This has reduced the need for us to go and weed (and who had time for
that with 2 children when we could be playing). The birds did have a pretty good go at the
newspaper digging it to the surface and tearing it to shreds, so for subsequent areas we used just
bark mulch.
Our visits to the nursery have also been an on-going opportunity for our children. We have learnt
about and helped with potting up, weeding and watering plants. We have walked around the
Rance’s wetland, experiencing and exploring natives (with all their senses), feeding the ducks and
chickens, and in the past our eldest has even have a sleep in a wheelbarrow! We have shared
home baked morning teas, had discussions on harvesting and produce. We have had heaps of
fun with like minded people who are passionate about the Otatara environment where we live.
What a wonderful initiative the Southland Community Nursery is - a big thanks to Chris, Brian and
the Southland Community Nursery team for the know how, companionship and fun. Long may this
continue as we continue to visit the nursery on a Friday morning. And there is always some
planting to do in our garden – just a gap here and a change there! The Graham family

Fishing in a forest?
On the afternoon of 8 May several of us met up with Maurice Rodway for a look at the fish life in
the stream which flows through Otatara Bush. He had left a baited fishtrap in overnight and we
were surprised to see about 20 Banded kokopu trapped. These had been attracted to the
vegemite which was in a perforated canister. Juvenile Banded kokopu are one of the five galaxiid
species that make up the whitebait catch. Like many other native fish, their numbers are in
decline due to predation by introduced trout and by habitat degradation. Banded kokopu can
climb, using their large pectoral fins to cling to rocks and overhanging vegetation to make their
way up waterfalls. As whitebait, the juveniles are also good climbers and wiggle out of buckets
leaving the other four species to become patties.

Transit of Otatara Bush
The fishing experience was followed by an attempted transit of Otatara Bush. Looking on Google
Earth you can see that the interior of the reserve is much different to the forested rim around which
the track skirts. The southern side of the reserve is predominantly totara and Matai on old sand
dunes and on the northern side it is taller kahikatea and pokaka. The interior proved impenetrable
although given a couple of hours of dogged work we could have made it the 300m to the other
side. But we were ill-equipped. The interior is composed of dense swamp scrub about 5m high,
juveniles of kahikatea pokaka, stinkwood and other twiggy shrubs. Eventually we were thwarted
by blackberry. We wondered why the area had not turned into kahikatea forest but perhaps it is
slowly recovering from being burned out many years ago.
We were looking to see how far sycamore had spread into the reserve from the heavy infestation
on the golf-course side. The interior is too wet for sycamore luckily but there are plenty of small
plants around the drier track. At this time of year they are quite easy to find as they turn yellow
which contrasts with the surrounding green of the non-deciduous natives. Sycamore is tricky to
control as it sprouts readily from a broken or cut stem so unless you can pull out the entire
seedling, you need to cut it as low as you can and paste the exposed stem with a herbicide paste.
If you have visited Andersons Park recently and done the loop track you will have seen how
effective the poisoning of sycamore has been. These have been drilled and injected with poison.
There are other promising remedies including a poison that can just be painted on the trunk.

What’s wrong with sycamores?
Nothing it they grow in the right place. As a specimen tree in a park they are magnificent with
good autumn colours, rapid growth, climbability and hardiness. The helicopter seeds are
entertaining for the young.
In the forest they are a menace. They outgrow the competition, tolerate low light, smother the
ground with their fallen leaves and spread rapidly. On the hills around Queenstown you can see
how a sycamore infestation can get away.
Snipe shooting. Until they were protected in 1930,
godwits were shot as gamebirds. Called ‘snipe’ they
were easy targets as they massed on high tide roosts.
This picture shows 36 ‘snipe’ shot in the estuary at
Otatara by Hugh Brauman in 1920. These days
godwits and other migrant wading birds face a new
threat. Massive reclamation by China and North
Korea along the western coast of the North Pacific
has robbed these birds of vital resting and feeding
grounds as they migrate from their breeding sites in
Siberia and Alaska down to Australia and New
Zealand.

Altar
There is a construction in Otatara Bush which has puzzled people who
have wandered off the path in the bush. It is a stone cairn with an
embedded cross resembling headstone. It is in fact the altar from the Girl
Guides bush chapel. It is in a nice little natural amphitheatre adjacent to
the former guide’s camp off Dunn’s Road. It would be a good spot for a
wedding.
There are no other known structures in the reserve but it is possible that the
inaccessible interior may have had huts at one time. We find the odd
remnant of children’s fortifications from generations back and here and
there an ancient track meanders through the forest and fades to nothing. It
may have been a possum trapline, or perhaps the original track before the
present one was formed. It may have been a shortcut for children on their
way to school or it may have led to boy’s hut – known only to him and his
mates.

Gorse spider mite
A gorse-control animal is well established in Otatara. This is the
Gorse spider mite. A colony of thousands of these tiny arachnids
makes a web nest over gorse twigs and sucks the nutrients out of
the plants, causing bleaching and death. Gorse spider mites are
one of the many critters introduced to deal with the plant. You can
spread them around by snipping infected twigs and placing them
on healthy gorse.

Beach patrols
If you are visiting Oreti Beach, please keep an eye out for dead birds.
Collect them and drop them off at 15 Mahuri Road.
The prevailing westerly wind used to bring all sorts of stuff ashore –
fishing floats, bluebottles, wreckage, driftwood with long stalked
barnacles and dead seabirds but there is far less now than two years
ago. We are unsure of the reason but it seems that the current has
altered its direction and probably sweeps flotsam further to the east
where it may end up on the Otago coast or be pushed far out to sea.
Dead birds are useful as they are identified and counted as part of a
nationwide database collection. With 60 years of data this is one of the
longest running citizen-science projects in the country. The 25,000 beach patrol results, recorded
on cards, are being transcribed onto an online database by volunteers.
Dead on Oreti Beach recently was a Light-mantled sooty albatross. Seabird connoisseurs rank
this and the Snow petrel as the most elegant of all seabirds. The Light-mantled sooty albatross
has a black head and bill and smoky grey plumage as you can see in the photo. They are not rare
out at sea but seldom venture close to shore the way their slightly larger relatives, the Buller’s
mollymawk and Shy mollymawk, do.

A new insect
In the last couple of years a new insect has taken up residence in Otatara. It is the European
potter wasp. These little guys collect and paralyse caterpillars and store them in clay cells.
Although they resemble the larger German wasp, they are solitary and harmless. The male is
stingless and the female has a mild jab but don’t squash them as they are helpful biological control
agents.

Foveaux Strait history Lloyd Esler
My next book is on the history of Foveaux Strait. Help sought with stories and photos, relating to
shipping, shipwrecks, oil exploration, muttonbirding, oystering, fishing, crayfishing, swimming,
yachting, lighthouses, ferries, whales and anything else to do with the strait. In my definition the
strait extends from Puysegur Point in the west to Tautuku Peninsula in the east and includes the
islands of the strait and the northern coast of Stewart Island from Mason Bay to Port Adventure.

Update from Bush Haven
Our pair of Kaka, Hannah and Casey are proving to be such good parents they are at present
rearing chicks numbers 9, 10 and 11, which are now a few weeks old. The four chicks reared
earlier this season are in a holding aviary awaiting tests to be done before the females are flown to
Nelson for eventual release under Project Janszoon into an area of Abel Tasman Park which is
under predator control, and the males taken to Orokonui near Dunedin.
In future it may be that all the chicks will go to Abel Tasman but as females were predated there in
the past there is believed to still be an imbalance of pairings, hence the need for more young
females.
Following an online auction of naming rights, the names are: Mack, Daithi [ pronounced Dah-hee],
Izzie and Mabel.
The two girls have gone to Abel Tasman Park and the males to Orokonui
Ecosanctuary near Dunedin. There are three more chicks now flying with
the parents, two males and one female.
Our usual Bush Haven rehabilitation activities have been a bit
quieter this year than in previous years, with 13 kereru in, but
of these, three died soon after arrival, four had to be
euthanised because of their injuries, three were released, one
will be soon and two are still in care. One of the latter three
had been in care in 2013, released and we believe became
disorientated at New Year when
lots of fireworks were let off in the
area, as it was found a few days
later with a damaged wing, and
very hungry – meaning it had been
on the ground for a while without food. Another bird had also come
into care after Guy Fawkes night, once again we believe after a fright
from fireworks. We urge residents to restrict these to areas without
any bush near as it is very likely that birds on nests will be injured or
die as a result.
We had 14 tuis in but eight died, four were released successfully and one went to the bird park at
Queenstown as it was able to fly a little. Hopefully it will become part of their breeding programme
and is in a large aviary. One young bird still here will be released soon.
One young kereru is being released on Peter Simpson’s property near the Otatara South Reserve
shortly to try and bring a few more to this area.
The warm weather lately has allowed the wineberry and other trees to provide plenty of food for
the kereru and not so many are coming to the ‘restaurant’ at 49 Bryson Road lately. However we
have still seen several young birds with their parents, the latter bearing coloured jesses showing
they had been in our care a while ago.

The kereru released this year until the end of March
have an orange jess, tuis have orange and silver bands.
Last year’s kereru had yellow jesses, while tui had red
bands, and from April 2016 to March 2017 kereru will
have grey jesses, and tui green with silver. We welcome
any reports of these birds in your area, kereru and tui
alike.
As usual, the main cause of injuries is window strikes,
and we have good transfers available at $12 each to put
on the inside of problem windows. As we move to
double glazing in many instances the birds are more at
risk of injury, especially as we build more houses.
Website
Have you had a look at our website yet? www.Otatara-pestbusters.org
One of the special features of living in Otatara is having healthy bird populations; especially tui, bellbirds and
pigeon [kereru]. Lots of people are already helping to protect and enhance the native birds found in our back
yards by fencing and protecting bush, controlling weeds and pests, putting out sugar water. Pests are
probably having the greatest impact on native birds in Otatara. With pest control the more people that get
involved the more successful it will be.
The number of people actually using some form of pest control on their properties is slowly increasing.
However we know there are still many people out there who are not doing anything, or who are, but have not
joined us. Remember we can get bait and traps cheaper than retail as we are subsidized by Environment
Southland.
Let us know if you are not already on our list and we can add a flag to your address on the website. You will
also receive a tasteful sign for your letterbox to show you care for our birds.
This summer there has been an increase in the number of young tuis and bellbirds around, which shows
that what some people are doing is definitely helping. We want this to continue.
See Russell at 49 Bryson Road, Wednesday afternoons 3- 6pm or Saturday mornings, 9.30am – 12.30 pm;
or contact him on (bush.haven@kinect.co.nz) ph 2130530.
Talk to your neighbours – if we are all caring for our bush, it only makes it better to care for the birds
as well by fighting the predators!

Otatara Tank Water Sally Duston
About three years ago, we replaced our archaic concrete tanks with a big plastic one. Since then
we have had trouble with the acid water working on the copper hot water pipes - result - very
pretty blue shower curtain and bath etc. Suggestions on how to stop this (and so wearing out the
copper pipes) range from slinging in a concrete block; tossing in a handful of lime (presumably
replacing the lime previously leaching from the concrete ); spending $1000 on a water
neutralizer; getting a concrete tank; drinking and bathing in whisky!
If you have had the same problem and want to compare notes, please give me a ring 2131403,
hopefully before we, one day, return home to a flood!

Kiwi Conservation Club – families involved in conservation
Come and join the Kiwi Conservation Club (KCC). KCC is a club for children and their families to explore, discover,
love and become the kaitiaki/guardians of our unique natural world - the native plants, the native animals and the
places where they live. I'm a KCC Volunteer and I coordinate family events in Invercargill and around Southland. In
the last year we have visited Sherwood Forest, Waituna Lagoon, met kaka, kakapo and kereru, walked through 500 yr
old kahikatea forest, met wetland wildlife, planted native trees and had fun with boats, kites and bubbles. We are
often found at the Southland Community Nursery which provides a great place for our adventures.
If the KCC sounds like you join the Kiwi Conservation Club for just $24 a year and receive the excellent children’s
magazine “Wild Things” four times a year. It's easy to join. Go to www.forestandbird.org.nz/kcc or phone 0800 200
064.
Come along and be a part of the fun!
Bronwyn Graham southland@kcc.org.nz

Get a Free Copy of the Booket “Natural Otatara” when you
Join the Otatara Landcare Group.
Pick up your copy from Southland Community Nursery
185 Grant Road, Otatara – just past the rapid number.

Otatara Landcare Group membership form
Name _________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Phone______________________ Cellphone___________________

Email (for newsletters and events)___________________________
Subs (please tick)
 1 year $20
____


Life $50

____



Donation

____

Subs or donations can be deposited directly into the OLG bank account 03 1355 0805312 00
but please make sure they are labelled with your name and olg subs as references.
Please email (otataralg@gmail.com) or send this form with cheque to our treasurer Glenda
Graham – 33 Rakiura Parade, Otatara

